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Let’s pray.

In the name of the Father, and of the 

Son, and of the Holy Spirit

Amen.



Our Father in heaven, holy be your name. 

Your kingdom come, your will be done, on 

earth as it is in heaven.



Give us today our daily bread, and forgive

us our sins, as we forgive those who sin

against us. Do not bring us to the test, but

deliver us from evil. Amen.



In the name of the Father, and of the 

Son, and of the Holy Spirit

Amen.



My Favourite Subject:
Chinese History



Today I want to talk about my favourite subject,
Chinese History. I find the rise and fall of different
dynasties throughout ancient Chinese history
interesting. Different historical figures (歷史人物)
appeared in different eras made different
contributions (貢獻) to their eras.



For example, Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty (漢朝)
made great contributions to the Han Dynasty by
pacifying the feudal lords internally and attacking
the Huns (匈奴) externally.



There is also Qin Shihuang. He was the first
emperor of China and the first person to unify China.
The Qin Dynasty is China‘s first unified (統一 )
dynasty. It has very important historical significance.



Chinese history is very interesting, and we can learn
different knowledge and lessons from different
historical events. Moreover, reading Chinese history
is helpful for writing Chinese composition. It can
provide us with many good examples.



I like a saying very much: Use copper as a mirror to
dress your clothes; use ancient times as a mirror to
know the ups and downs; use people as a mirror to
know gains and losses. I hope everyone can find the
interest of history.
This is the end of my sharing. Thank you.



Useful Vocabulary:
木

1. historical figure (n.) 歷史人物 2. era (n.) 時代
3. dynasty (n.) 朝代 4. contribution (n.) 貢獻
5. pacify (v.) 安撫 6. unified (adj.) 統一
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